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Message from the Chair
Dear Friends,
As we gently transition into the warmth of
summer, I want to express my gratitude to the
goodness that is always with us, that has never
left. Thank you to the Ethnic Studies community of
students, alumni, colleagues, and friends who
o ered their kindness and care over the past
fourteen months. Thank you to the essential
workers, family, and earth for nourishing our worn
spirits. To grassroots organizers, artists, and
freedom  ghters who stretched our wildest
dreams. To our beloveds for long walks and longer talks. To avocados, sunrises, and
squealing children. To the ways we held each other’s grief and rage. To deliciously
bad tv. To pajama bottoms. To poets.
I am especially grateful for our students who are the heart of the Ethnic Studies
department. This year’s senior cohort let it all out in their capstone papers which
examined Chicana lowriders, global pop star Rina Sawayama, and Black La Jolla. They
deconstructed the colonial gaze, challenged QT/BIPOC discrimination in the outdoors,
and analyzed the intersection of race, gender, and sports. They also lifted up the work
Valerie Jaimes Receives
Ethnic Studies Community
Scholar & SSS Legacy
Awards
The Department of Ethnic Studies
and Student Support Services
presented Val Jaimes with the
Christopher Wilson Community
Scholar Award and the SSS Legacy
Award, respectively! 
The Wilson Award honors the  rst
ETHN major at USD and their
dedication to outstanding
Mariana Flores Chavez
Honored with SSS Student
Representative of the Year
Award
The amazing team at Student
Support Services recognized
Mariana Chavez Flores with their
Student Representative of the Year
Award! 
The Award recognizes that the
work SSS does would not be
possible without the help and
support of their Student
of San Diego-based immigrant rights organizations, drafted new methodologies to
dismantle colonial capitalism, and explored the insurgent possibilities of third space.
Some of the most important work these seniors did, though, was with one another.
Amidst it all and over zoom, they created a magical space of love, unapologetic clarity,
generosity, and vulnerability. When current events seemed at their worst, they showed
up for each other and became their own best medicine. As my department chairship
comes to a close, I cannot think of a better group with whom to transition into a new
season of grace and power.
Please join me in celebrating this year's incredible graduating class!
Wishing you a blessed summer,
May Fu
Associate Professor & Chair




The Legacy Award is awarded to
students who rise to the occasion,
face their fears head-on, thrive
academically, and conquer
challenges with humility and
grace. In the words of SSS, Valerie
is a “voice for the silenced, at the
frontline of every  ght, an
advocate for every cause, solver of
any problem - there is no issue too




honors an exemplary Student Rep
who has demonstrated
commitment, dedication, and goes
above and beyond with their work
ethic.
SSS cherishes Mariana’s “passion
for helping others shine though
her work and in everything she
does. With her comforting
presence and attitude, her smile
and positivity radiates through our
o ice. Her kindness and
welcoming spirit creates a space
for students where they can be
their authentic selves.”
Congratulations, Mariana!
Delaney Tax Shines as Keck
Humanities Research Fellow
Congratulations to Delaney Tax for
completing the Keck Humanities Research
Fellowship! 
The fellowship supported Delaney's
yearlong independent research project
entitled, "The Urban Spatial: Bodies,
Knowledges, and Transcendence in the
Built Environment," which explores how
historical and modern urban planning
theory often focuses on an idealized body
and subject, shaped by race, gender, and
sexuality, that exists within the city. This
passively and actively divides space into
thresholds impenetrable by bodies othered by social and political ideologies. 
Her paper examines the frameworks present in colonial urban theory that engender
meaning and knowledges onto bodies as they move through the cityscape. It
considers case studies in San Diego, such as Little Italy, USD's campus, and Las
Americas Premium Outlet Mall, to understand the spatial, temporal, and ideological
implications of white supremacy and western domination. From here, third space as a
method of resistance becomes evident in the pathways and interactions that
individuals and communities partake in within the built environment.
ETHN Graduation Ceremony &
Reunion at Chicano Park
The Department hosted an intimate in-person
graduation ceremony this past Saturday at
Chicano Park. It was the  rst time that students
and faculty had seen each other since March
2020, and we didn't miss a beat! 
Browse the program  ipbook or scan the QR
code on the right with your phone's camera. 
Shout out to the Chicano Park Steering
Committee for their generous blessing and to
My Ly Anna, Mariana, and design genius Lexi for
creating the gorgeous logo and program!
Congratulations to the Class of 2021!

ETHN Graduates (left to right): Juliette Mohr, Emily Beck, Gianna Pray, My Ly Anna
Nguyen, Vicenta Martinez Govea, Sam Stringer, Delaney Tax, Marianna Flores Chavez,
and Valerie Jaimes.
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